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Abstract 

As we consider the future of Pacific scholarship in Aotearoa–New Zealand it becomes vital to 

consider what we wish that future to look like and how to get there. Part of that talanoa involves 

considering what the possible levers of change are and whether they are capable of fulfilling 

our desires for change. This article outlines the different national interventions that are being 

made to increase Pacific engagement in Aotearoa–New Zealand’s universities, and then 

considers whether these interventions are fulfilling our vision for our communities. In order to 

deepen conversations in this space, this article also draws on critical university studies literature 

to help unpack the current situation and to provoke some questioning around our current 

trajectory.  

 

 

Introduction 

Many Pacific scholars are searching for change within Aotearoa–New Zealand’s university 

system. However, there is disagreement about what that change should look like and what is 

necessary to bring about that change. This is not new, and like any heterogenous group of 

thinkers and communities it is unlikely that we will reach a consensus that leaves every voice 

heard, every perspective considered, and every approach validated. However, as we move 

forward, it becomes increasingly important that we create spaces for us to have talanoa about 

our aspirations and actions so that we can collectively agree on an imperfect plan together.  

 

Part of this talanoa means opening space to have critical conversations about current 

mechanisms for change which, although partly successful, fall short of expectations. This 

article takes on the idea of parity or population matching as an option for changing our 

universities. Fundamentally, this article uses a critical university studies lens to ask at what 

point will we see change in our university system, and what mechanisms are in place currently 

to drive this change. In order to open up this conversation, it is first necessary to discuss the 

context of Pacific communities within our current university system.  

 

Context 

Commitments to Pacific Communities in New Zealand’s Universities 

The underserving of Pacific communities by New Zealand’s higher education sector has been 

of concern for a number of years. The 2013–2017 Pacific Education Plan aimed for at least 

parity in all aspects of education for Pacific peoples.1 The most recent Pacific Education Action 

Plan calls for addressing structural bias that prevents Pacific success.2 Importantly, the report 

that informs and provides explanation for the plan outlines that “in spite of universities’ public 

commitment to supporting Pacific peoples in tertiary study, a substantial amount of work is 

needed to address the ‘white masculine imprint’ on university structures.”3 This indicates a 

shift towards an expectation that education institutions address the foundational structures that 

operate to exclude Pacific peoples. In light of these expectations, universities across Aotearoa–

New Zealand have made different commitments to Pacific communities that are primarily 

focussed on the politics of inclusion.4  
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In terms of actioning the government’s vision, the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) 

provides focused funding for universities per Pacific equivalent full time enrolment (EFT).5 

This consists of $135 per EFT at level 5 and 6 qualifications, $325 per EFT at level 7, and $450 

per EFT at level 8.6 This means that in 2020, the University of Auckland—which reported 2843 

Pacific EFTs, of which 86.3 percent were below level 7 qualifications and 4 percent level 7 or 

above—would have received in the realm of $747,000 in additional Tertiary Education Equity 

Funding to support Pacific student success.7 This funding is provided with the expectation that 

universities will in turn provide the support required for learner success.8 Universities are 

required to provide reports of how they use their equity funding, and to meet minimum 

standards outlined by TEC, or they risk losing their funding.  

 

Pacific Peoples in New Zealand’s Universities 

Pacific peoples are excluded and underserved by our current university system. This is evident 

within both qualitative and quantitative research.9 Significantly, solutions for this problem have 

traditionally focused on pedagogical approaches and knowledge inclusion.10 Both of these 

focuses mean that Pacific academics within the academy are a crucial touchstone for change. 

Currently, however, Pacific academics make up less than 1 percent of Aotearoa–New Zealand 

professors and 1.7 percent of academics.11 Pacific students are also underserved within our 

universities, with Pacific students having lower completion and retention rates than other 

students.12  

 

Despite significant research and investment into recruiting, retaining, and graduating Pacific 

students from our universities, there continues to be a gap between Pacific students and others. 

Pacific students have reported that their experiences within the university can be negative.13 

As a result, there has been further research into what we can do as universities to be more 

inclusive of Pacific peoples.14 Although there has been a rise in Pacific achievement in the last 

decade, research has highlighted that in the fields of society and culture, and the natural and 

physical sciences, this increase in achievement is mirrored by the whole student body, so the 

“achievement gap” persists.15 

 

Pacific academic staff have reflected on their experiences within our New Zealand universities. 

Kidman and Chu highlighted how Pacific staff are isolated within New Zealand’s universities 

and rarely included within “prestige economies” or elite scholarly networks.16 Recent studies 

have also highlighted the disparity of women’s experiences in universities around parental 

leave, and of Pacific women’s experiences specifically, which highlights how Pacific women 

experience the devaluing and exclusion of Pacific knowledges, excess labour expectations, 

exclusion, isolation, and expectations of gratitude when they are included.17 Pacific early career 

researchers have also outlined how they experience New Zealand universities, noting that, 

despite universities undervaluing Pacific knowledges, Pacific early career researchers continue 

to use Pacific knowledges to guide their pedagogical practices.18 The experiences outlined in 

these projects are tied back to neoliberalisation, foundational whiteness in our institutions, and 

the colonial project.19 These foundational values within our university system contribute to the 

underrepresentation, exclusion, and devaluing of Pacific communities, and need to be disrupted 

if we are going to see any change. Pacific early career researchers have outlined how, even 

with the best intentions, engaging in radical decolonial pedagogies is limited by the university’s 

foundational structures.20 The polite politics of inclusion do not challenge the structural bases 

of exclusion and so have not fundamentally shifted Pacific inclusion in the last decade. As the 

Performance-Based Research Funds (PBRF) review discussed below shows, the continuation 

of these polite politics mean that Pacific peoples will be waiting over three generations for 

representational change.21 
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Performance-Based Research Fund Changes 

The changes in the PBRF system provide interesting contextual analysis for this article. The 

PBRF system is a national system that ranks every researcher working in a tertiary education 

organisation (TEO) in the country and then, dependent on that ranking, provides funding to the 

institution. It was introduced as a way to reward TEOs that were ensuring that they conducted 

excellent research and had researcher-led teaching. In 2020–2021 the government forecast that 

this fund would be $321 million.22  

 

Importantly, over 2019–2020, there was a review of the PBRF system that proposed and had 

accepted significant changes to the allocation of funds. Relevant to this article was the 

commitment to “supporting Pacific researchers and research in the PBRF by increasing from 1 

to 2.5, the subject area weighting for Evidence Portfolios assessed by the Pacific Research 

panel and applying a funding weighting of 2 for Evidence Portfolios submitted by Pacific 

staff.”23 Effectively, this resulted in Pacific research and Pacific researchers being more 

valuable to the university, as they bring in additional points above and beyond other researchers 

or fields. This shifting of value of not just Pacific research but also Pacific staff followed on 

from research that showed our research sector did not reflect our society. Importantly for the 

arguments below, the PBRF review referenced papers that utilised quantitative measures and 

the review itself utilised “gap” language and population matching to advance their arguments 

for a more equitable workforce.24 After covering the quantitative inequity within the sector, the 

report outlined scholarship that showed structural discrimination played a role in producing the 

gap.  

 

Initially when these changes were announced publicly, UniversityNZ CEO Chris Wheelen 

suggested that these changes would dilute the excellence and shift the purpose of the fund, 

arguing that Māori and Pacific research needed a separate funding incentive.25 Interestingly, 

Chris Wheelan also noted that “there’s always a risk that you end up with a system that ends 

up being gamed,” suggesting that universities were already considering what changes they 

would need to implement to benefit from the proposed changes. Without making any changes, 

the university sector would lose 0.5 percent of PBRF funding with the additional weighting of 

2 for evidence portfolios submitted by staff who identify as Māori or Pacific, and 0.2 percent 

of PBRF funding with the additional weighting of 2.5 for evidence portfolios assessed by the 

Māori knowledge and development panel or Pacific research panel. Importantly, the cabinet 

briefing outlines that this intervention is a purposeful attempt to bridge the “gap” for Māori and 

Pacific academic hires.  
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TEO Estimated 

2019 

Funding 

Allocation 

Difference in 

Funding for 

Evidence 

Portfolio 

Difference in 

Funding for 

Māori or 

Pacific 

Identified 

Staff 

Total 

Difference in 

Funding 

Percentage 

Difference in 

Funding 

University of 

Auckland 

$47,957,092 $215,694 $694,525 $910,219 2% 

University of 

Waikato 

$8,555,916 $1,144,682 $341,093 $1,485,775 17% 

Massey 

University 

$22,290,599 −$665,409 −$144,811 −$810,220 −4% 

Victoria 

University of 

Wellington 

$19,424,883 −$173,910 −$440,127 −$614,037 −3% 

University of 

Canterbury 

$14,497,735 −$564,802 −$520,688 −$1,085,490 −7% 

Lincoln 

University 

$4,572,602 −$61,378 $79,184 $17,806 0% 

University of 

Otago 

$35,782,703 −$1,907,363 −$991,079 −$2,898,442 −8% 

Auckland 

University of 

Technology 

$12,625,510 $318,015 $192,131 $192,131 2% 

 

Table 1. Predicted Funding Differentials with Implementation of Additional Weighting of 2 and 2.5 for 

Māori and Pacific Identified Staff and Māori and Pacific Panel Assessed Portfolios Respectively26 

 

 

How Many Pacific Peoples Do We Need to Change the Disciplines/Universities/Sector? 

Aotearoa–New Zealand’s PBRF review found that for our system to be equitable, we need 450 

more Pacific academics employed in permanent full-time positions across our universities.27 

This same report noted that at our current rate of change Pacific would reach population parity 

in our research workforce by 2150. If we understand a generation as 30 years, it is going to 

take just over four generations, all things going to plan, to see this shift. UniversitiesNZ noted 

that if parity of participation for Pacific students was achieved, an extra 1,100 Pacific students 

would be completing degrees each year.28 Arguments that centre on parity or population 

matching provide blunt tools to hold our universities accountable. We can track progress 

through the utilisation of numbers, and then, if necessary, use these numbers to argue for more 

resources. However, literature on fundamentally shifting disciplines/universities/sectors 

suggests that simple population matching of underrepresented groups will not result in the 

change that we perhaps desire as Pacific peoples.  
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Disrupting Disciplines 

It becomes increasingly clear that while critical mass/parity/population-matching narratives29 

enable us to hold those in power accountable, if we stop the conversation at that point we will 

fundamentally miss a key question: why?30 When we ask “why?” instead of “how many?” we 

enable conversations about the different structures that operate to exclude us. “Why” enables 

us to identify the sources of the disparity in the first place. There are significant amounts of 

work into how and why Indigenous knowledges and racialised bodies are excluded from 

universities, and we are increasingly seeing work from Pacific scholars that provide accounts 

of the experience of being excluded.31 However, further work is needed if we are to challenge 

the foundational structures that exclude us: the why.  

 

If our aim is to disrupt disciplines that have at different moments excluded us, studied us, 

ignored us, begrudgingly included us, or misunderstood us, then it perhaps becomes necessary 

to acknowledge that part of this means interrogating the foundations on which our disciplines 

have been built. Just as Epeli Hauʻofa laid bare the foundations of anthropology in the Pacific 

within “Our Sea of Islands,” we must consider our role in disrupting the different disciplines 

that confine us.32 This is a wider project for many Indigenous and racialised scholars within 

their disciplines. As shown by Bhambra’s “connected sociologies” project, unsettling and 

reconstituting standard processes of knowledge production is a necessary part of disrupting our 

disciplines.33  

 

Where Does This Leave Us?  

There are a number of questions I wish to raise in this section. The first requires engaging in 

Nancy Leong’s work on the concept of racial capitalism.34 Leong argues that “efforts to create 

racial diversity usually begin—and often end—with increasing the number of nonwhite people 

within a group or institution. As a result, nonwhiteness has acquired a unique value because, 

in many contexts, it signals the presence of the prized characteristic of diversity.”35 In short, 

Pacific bodies become valuable to the university as they give the appearance of valuing 

diversity, which holds significant cultural value at this time. For example, having our 

community members on posters, giving public talks, and being visible generally enables our 

universities to look as if they embrace diversity concepts and, therefore, to reap the financial 

and social reward this brings without having to fundamentally change anything.36 As discussed, 

Pacific peoples’ capital is not theoretical to our universities. Our students are worth additional 

funding, and the recent PBRF changes mean that like our students, Pacific academics are also 

worth money to the institution. The question then becomes, how do we leverage this increased 

value within our institutions and across the sector to engage in deep foundational change as 

opposed to window dressing?  

 

Leong also raises the concern that progress for non-white people only occurs when it benefits 

white people.37 In the case of Pacific peoples and New Zealand universities, the sudden shift 

to recruiting Pacific students stemmed from increased funding levels, just as the sudden 

announcements of academic jobs with a Pacific focus can be tied to the release of the PBRF 

review. This should cause us to critically engage in the so-called “gift” of the university.38 

Pacific scholars have built on international literature to show how Pacific peoples experience 

the New Zealand education system as something that has been given to them and therefore are 

expected to show a level of gratitude for their inclusion.39 However, not only is this gratitude 

enforced through colonial mechanisms; it is also wholly unjustified. As outlined above, our 

presence in New Zealand universities has a financial reward attached. We need to ask ourselves 

why it is that our institutions acted once there was a financial reward and what it is about our 

institutions’ foundational values that expects our gratitude for our inclusion? 
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Unfortunately, the value we bring to the university is not without cost. Musser outlines that it 

is in racialised bodies’ value and rarity that we become specimens to the university: we become 

commodities to be collected.40 Importantly, using the language of specimen enables us to 

articulate the ways in which “money, science, and desire intersect to confer value on an 

object.”41 This further opens the conversation include discussion of how universities are happy 

to engage in polite inclusivity conversations as it distracts us from the much needed 

conversation about, and act of, the redistribution of resources and power.42  

 

Pacific women have reported on the excess labour of ensuring that they present a friendly face 

of diversity and the negative ramifications of pushing beyond polite inclusivity.43 When PBRF 

changes were first discussed, I sat in meetings where the panic and tension around 

redistributing the PBRF funds to reflect more value on Māori and Pacific knowledges and 

communities was discussed in depth, and plans to slow down any progress towards this were 

discussed. This underscores how Pacific bodies are only desired when we fail to challenge 

power and resourcing. We are only desired when we are happy to be used on a billboard or 

public talk as a signal that the university is an inclusive and progressive place. The university’s 

desire for the presence of Pacific bodies only when we are docile begs the question of how we 

will know when universities have shifted beyond only accepting us if we engage in a disavowal 

of the need for redistribution? Is it when we have population matching? Is it when we have a 

Pacific vice chancellor? Is it when we have parity of outcomes? Is it something we will just 

“know”? 

 

We also must not be naïve: some of us benefit from the foundations of our university. An 

analysis of the pay gap between Māori/Pacific and non-Māori/Pacific shows that when 

performance, research field, and age are accounted for, promotions and pay reflect an ethnicity 

and gender gap.44 At 5, 10, and 15 years after first submitting to PBRF, 29 percent of 

Māori/Pacific men in our universities have been promoted to professor, whereas 25 percent of 

Māori/Pacific women in our universities have been. For Pākehā men in our universities, the 

rate is 39 percent. Māori/Pacific men earn $.91 for every $1 that non-Māori/Pacific men earn, 

whereas Māori/Pacific women earn $.85 for every $1 that non-Māori and Pacific men earn. 

This is significant, as it shows that even within Pacific communities there are inequities, and 

that while some of us may see an urgent need for interventions others may slow or halt 

progression, as the system currently motivates them to maintain the status quo through the 

benefits they receive. This leads me to raise the question, how do we advocate for change when 

those who benefit from the current system may not wish to see the change? 

 

Finally, we need to engage in accountability measures. The governmental levers that we have 

for change are not often used by our communities to hold our institutions to account. For 

instance, despite there being a clear indication that each university is given specific targets that 

universities must achieve in order to receive equity funding, these targets are not easily 

available to the public. Therefore, how do we know whether our universities are meeting these 

targets, whether these targets are ambitious enough, or whether these targets continue the slow 

march to polite inclusion? As Pacific researchers we are time poor; the pressures and 

commitments that we are laden with leave us with little time to engage in these critical 

conversations. However, as Graham Hingangaroa Smith has often said, when it comes to 

systems level change, we must be aware of the politics of distraction, where we can get wrapped 

up in the day-to-day concerns instead of taking on the wider structural inequities.45 This means 

creating opportunities to have critical conversations and ask uncomfortable questions in an 

effort to shift the education sector. These critical conversations and uncomfortable questions 

are not new. We have others we can turn to, both at home and around the globe, to see how 
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they are engaging with the idea of change in our education systems, and whether we want 

inclusion at any cost.46  

 

Conclusion 

As outlined above, there are a  number of different levers that can be used to bring about change 

in our universities. However, it is unclear whether these levers enable the deep structural 

change that is needed to disrupt how Pacific communities and our knowledge base are valued 

by our universities. The status quo of investing in polite political change that enables inclusion 

of Pacific bodies is not enough to drive the structural change needed. Instead, we must engage 

in a critique of our institutions and these levers to both call them to account and challenge them 

to move beyond easily measurable milestones that only result in glacial inclusive change, 

instead of the much-needed deep structural change.  
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